Abobotulinum toxin A and fillers for facial rejuvenation: My experience and technique
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Abstract

Background: Botulinum toxin A has been in use for more than 20 years for aesthetics. In Italy was firstly approved in 2004. From the very first moment I was using Abobotulinum Toxin A (Dysport and Azzalure) for aesthetic reasons. The use of Abobotulinum Toxin A (AboTA), the conversion rate with other toxins, its dilution and units used are still today not totally known by many specialists of the field.

Objective: assess and update the perfect use of AboTA and fillers for facial rejuvenation

Material and methods: literature has been reviewed (Pub Med, Med line, books) using main database and published books and compared with the personal modalities of using Speywood units of AboTA for cosmetical indications in face. Fillers are very important in the restoration of lost volumes.

Discussion: AboTA is a safe and very good drug for wrinkling treatment. All side effects are related to bad techniques, mistakes in the use, depth of injections. If well used, AboTA is very safe and a very well performing drug. The integration with fillers is highly recommended to achieve natural and effective results. Only best fillers must be used.

Conclusions: AboTA, is a safe drug, with very good results. Side effects can be avoided only with a perfect anatomical knowledge, perfect depth of injections and prudential utilization of Units. Fillers must be used safely and the use of Hyaluronidase must be known by all aesthetic doctors.

Introduction

Botulinum Toxin A was introduced in the European Market in the '90ies. Then after some years, deregulated, OnaBotulinum Toxin A was approved in 2004 for cosmetical uses, while Abobotulinum Toxin A (AboTA) in 2010 and Incobotulinum Toxin A in 2011.

AboTA is present nowadays quit all over the world with a very good Market Share, but especially among neurologists and ophthalmologists.

Its use in aesthetic medicine is not so diffused and the knowledge among doctors can be improved. Over this its use with fillers appears to be very indicated and synergic indications that allow patients and doctors to get very good results [1-3].

In this article the scientifical details of AboTA have been reminded, an updated bibliography assessed and the personal details of techniques with AboTA and fillers explained.

Materials and methods

AboTA has a trade name of Dysport’ 300 and 500U. In Europe it is distributed as Azzalure®. There is no difference between these different brand names [1,4,5].

The active chain of Botulinum Toxin A is always the same and weights 150 KDal. Inside the total content of this protein is slightly different (0.73 ng for OnaTA, 0.75 for AboTA and 0.44 for IncoTA).

In the formulations of BTxA there are also some nontoxic accessory proteins (NAPs) joined to the 150-kD active chain.

AboTA was approved by US FDA in 2009 for moderate-to-severe glabellar lines [4]. In Russian countries the on label indication, supported by Ipsen Company is the upper third of the face. All other indications are based on personal experience of different authors [5].

Even if it is not totally confirmed by the literature, AboTA has a greater diffusion confirmed in my clinical practice and my conversion ratio is quit always 2.5U Dysport: 1U Botox. A greater conversion ratio 3:1 in my opinion leads to more side effects, confirmed also by many studies [6].

Dilution of AboTA is another discussed task. Quit 13 years ago I already published my philosophy of a very low dilution [7] to reduce spreading and nowadays the best dilution in my opinion remains around 2.5 ml of normal saline for 500U. But in many indications I dilute around 3 ml, while sometimes I prefer to reduce diffusion reducing dilution also up to 1.5 ml.

Fillers discussed in this publication are produced by Filorga, XHa3, Volume and MHa18. Also new range of fillers, Art Fillers Volume, Lips, Universal and fine lines have been discussed and remain in the opinion
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of the author among best fillers on the market. To avoid dramatic ischémical problems the use of Hyaluronidase must be known and available immediately in all aesthetic clinics in the world.

Study of patients

Patients are studied in the first moment of the visit while they move naturally and the doctor can see the origin of the aesthetical problem: Mimical, volumetrical or of reduction of skin tonus [2,3].

The face is divided in three thirds, from Trichion to glabella, from glabella to nasal spine and from nasal spine to menton. These areas of the face can be easily assessed as seen in the picture below, with every possible instrument, a scissor in this case!

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 1. Practical assessment of horizontal areas of the face.**

General considerations in different areas of the face

Upper third

Mimical movements are normally predominant and so in the majority of cases the better solution for forehead wrinkles is botulinum toxin type A (Dysport®) [4,5]. The treatment then of depressor muscles of this area, Procerus, corrugator and Orbicularis Oculi are well known to toxin type A (Dysport®) [4,5]. The treatment then of depressor muscles is the best solution for forehead wrinkles is botulinum toxin A (Botox® or Xeomin®). The result is immediate!

For this reason the procus needs to be injected deeply and the corrugators also, paying attention to avoid the diffusion in superficial frontalis fibers.

Fillers will be used in volumetrical problems and fine fillers (Art Filler Fine lines or MHa18 or M-HA 18® for example) for superficial texture improvement.

Great attention must be put in avoiding injection of glabellar artery and always in the pericircular area for the presence of many arteries and veins directly connected with the ocular network with possible dramatic consequences. [5,10-12].

In case of ischemic complication always after HA injections, the usual suggestion and mine personal remains [13]:

- Long and immediate massage and immediately if no solution of the problem...
- Hyaluronidase (as Vitrase, ISTA, Irvine, California or Hylase, 1500 IU or Hylenex 150 IU or Hylase Dessau®)
- Nitro-glycerine pastes (5mg) or creams locally if impossible to get a result.

Hyaluronidase is sold in vials normally 1500 IU. In some countries there are vials 150 IU, sometimes galenic as in Italy, 150 IU as well. So every country must have the allowed product.

In case of vials 1500 IU what I do is: 1500U (Frigo 2-8°) are diluted with 1 ml normal saline.

With a syringe 1 ml we take 0.1 (150 IU) and we dilute again it up to 1 ml

**0.1 ml = 15 IU**

Normally boluses of 15 IU each, up to 150,200 IU are immediately injected in the ischemic area to try to dissolve the HA injected in the artery [2,9,14]. The result is immediate!

It is of paramount importance, in case of ischemical problems, inject immediately the enzyme and that the patients know to come back in case of problems immediately and not after few days.

Hyaluronidase immediately dissolves HA and can be of great help in avoiding this type of side effects.

Middle third

Reduction of volumes and their dislocation downward are main characteristics of this part of the face [5]. Volumetrical fillers are the best treatment for this part of the face. There are few mimical areas, especially crow’s feet lines and bunny lines where the use of AboTA gives a good result. In this area the nose remains one of the best indications. It divides the face in 2 parts and gives the characterization of all the face. Everybody who followed one of my master classes knows how much importance I give to this organ. Mimical plunging tips can be treated with Dysport®, while nasal bridge deformities can be improved sometimes very easily with cross linked fillers (FILORGA X-HA 3® and FILORGA X-HA® Volume and the new range of Art Fillers, Volume and Universal). Cannula here is also mandatory for a number of terminal vessels present in the area. I strongly suggest all the...
readers to see the different possibilities but overall, adopt all possible measures to avoid intra-arterial injections that can lead to dramatic side effects.

The results on the nose are immediate and sometimes really impressive. Post-surgical cases are a very interesting indication, as visible in Fig.3. They can last for an average of 1.5-2 years.

Another very dangerous and difficult area is tear trough. The presence of facial vein and many arteries make this area dangerous [10]. Cannula is mandatory to avoid problems. The entry point can be at the end of jugal groove, a strategic entry point also for nasolabial folds, cheeks and even marionette lines. Always I use thick cannulas, at least 25G or 23G. Never had I used thinner cannulas, dangerous as needles.

Best dilution of AboTA in this area remains 2.5 ml normal saline for 500U [5].

Best indications for AboTA in the inferior third of the face are:

- Mimical Code bar wrinkles
- Mimical marionette lines
- Platysmal bands
- Mesodysport for mimical cheeks lines

A particular very new indication are quadralized patients, with an important masseter hypertrophy. AboTA represents a gold standard treatment for the volumetrical reduction of this muscle. I inject normally 3 or 4 point with 15U AboTA each. Preferred dilution is 3 ml normal saline for 500U.

Discussion

According with patients’ problems we can have nowadays a huge number of possible techniques to be used.

For sure AboTA and fillers are among the most important techniques for facial rejuvenation: while ABOTA is effective to reduce the mimicity of the face, fillers can be used to rebalance and volumize the face. The defects in the superior third of the face are quit always mimical and for this reason AboTA is the most indicated technique. There are few cases where a volumetrical problem can appear, especially in patients with prominent orbital bones. In these rare cases the use of volumetrical filler with cannula can represent the indicated technique.

The middle third of the face is normally characterized by the reduction of volumes and dislocation of tissues downward. Fillers are more indicated while AboTA can be a good indication for bunny lines and nasal tip improvement. Nasal bridge enhancement is a very good and genial possibility in minor defects with very good and long lasting results. Ischemical problems, frequent with needles, can be reduced to a very low rate with the use of cannulas.

In the inferior third of the face, sagging and dislocation of tissues are predominant and fillers are the best materials to be used. AboTA can be a synergistic technique but can’t be the gold standard. New emerging techniques can be indicated. Among these, in the inferior third of the face threading can be a very good and indicated option.

Conclusions

AboTA and fillers are very interesting synergic techniques to achieve natural results in our patients. The goal is not get frozen patients but reduce overloaded mimical movements and rebalance reduced volumes in the right area.

AboTA confirms its very good possible use also for aesthetical indications with very good and long lasting results. Filorga Fillers are for sure among best fillers on the market and allow us to achieve very safe and natural results.

The preparation of doctors is of main importance especially to avoid dramatic consequences, especially ischemica, after the use of Hyaluronic Acid. For this rare but possible evencience all aesthetic doctors should be aware of the use of Hyaluronidase, available nowadays quit everywhere. Right dilution when needed and right injected U can resolve immediately dramatic side effects.
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